Bernie Sanders calls for a Political Revolution!

Hillary Clinton says, “The revolution never came. I waited...”
BERNIE OR BUST

#BernieorBust Democrats plan convention protests

The Bernie or Bust Movement Shows No Signs of Slowing Down
http://www.alternet.org/election-2016/bernie-or-bust-movement-shows-no-signs-slowing-down

Sanders Fans Debate Whether to Vote for Clinton If She is Democratic Nominee
http://www.democracynow.org/2016/5/6/bernieorbust_sanders_fans_debate_whether_to

The Case for an Open Democratic Convention
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/seth-abramson/sanders-is-right-on-super_b_9695718.html

A Contested Democratic Convention Is Now a Near Statistical Certainty
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/seth-abramson/a-contested-democratic-convention_b_9672328.html

If voting for Hillary Clinton means voting against my core beliefs, I’m not sure I can do it

BERNIE SANDERS FOR PRESIDENT

Bernie Sanders for President
http://www.BernieSanders.com

Feel The Bern
http://www.FeelTheBern.org
Bernie Sanders on Twitter  
https://mobile.twitter.com/SenSanders?ref_src=twsrctwsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor

Bernie Sanders on Facebook  
https://www.facebook.com/berniesanders/

Bernie Sanders YouTube  
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCH1dpzjCEiGAt8CXkryhkZg

Bernie Sanders America TV ad  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2nwRiuh1Cug

Bernie Sanders Together TV ad  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nyhfJTFJHu8

Bernie Sanders Wake Up TV ad  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tFzb3sz2Vww&feature=youtu.be

FEEL THE BURN ~ A POLITICAL REVOLUTION

List of Bernie Sanders Presidential Campaign Endorsements  

Occupy the Party: Bernie Sanders’ Campaign as a Site of Struggle  
http://www.truthdig.com/report/item/occupy_the_party_bernie_sanders_campaign_as_a_site_of_struggle_20160219

Bernie Sanders's campaign is still raising far more money than Hillary Clinton's  

Bernie's Rage Against the Machine  
The Volcanic Core Fueling the 2016 Election
http://robertreich.org/post/138036377515

Democratic Primary Makes Clear: A Populist Revolution is Coming

The Radical Left Has Bernie Sanders All Wrong
http://www.salon.com/2016/01/31/the_radical_left_has_bernie_sanders_all_wrong/

You Can’t Fool The Children of Bernie’s Revolution

The Political Revolution Will Continue Long After Bernie Sanders’ Campaign. Here’s How.
http://inthesetimes.com/features/political-revolution-after-bernie-sanders.html

Sanders says he's backing DNC chair's primary opponent, wouldn't reappoint her to DNC
http://www.cnn.com/2016/05/21/politics/bernie-sanders-debbie-wasserman-schultz/

BERNIE SANDERS VERSUS DONALD TRUMP

Hillary Clinton Now Loses to Trump in Polls. Bernie Sanders Beats Trump by 10.8 Points.
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/h-a-goodman/hillary-clinton-now-loses_b_10102664.html

Bernie Sanders would be Donald Trump's worst nightmare; Hillary, not so much
Why Bernie Sanders Is Our Best Chance to Beat Donald Trump
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/krystal-ball/why-bernie-sanders-is-our_b_10064830.html

How Bernie Sanders Supporters Shut Down Donald Trump's Rally in Chicago

BERNIE SANDERS VERSUS HILLARY CLINTON

The Problem With Hillary, Is I Don't Vote Republican

Three Big Reasons Why Bernie Sanders Could Still Win This Election
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/jonathan-greenberg/three-reasons-bernie-sand_b_9538508.html

Why Won’t Sanders Quit The Race? Because He’s Winning!

5 Things Hillary Supporters Donxn’t Get About Bernie Supporters
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/jonathan-kim/5-things-hillary-supporte_b_9689014.html

The real reason Bernie and Hillary supporters can’t seem to get along
http://fusion.net/story/278295/real-reason-bernie-hillary-supporters-cant-get-along/

Hillary Clinton just can’t win: Democrats need to accept that only Bernie Sanders can defeat the GOP
http://www.salon.com/2016/02/19/hillary_clinton_just_cant_win_democrats_need_to_accept_that_only_bernie_sanders_can_defeat_the_gop/
Bernie Sanders: Nominating Hillary Clinton would be 'disaster'

The Case Against Hillary Clinton - This Is The Disaster Democrats Must Avoid
http://www.salon.com/2016/02/28/the_case_against_hillary_clinton_this_is_the_disaster_democrats_must_avoid/

Why Bernie Is Beating Hillary – Sanders Views Are Mainstream

Hillary Clinton rakes in Verizon cash while Bernie Sanders supports company’s striking workers
http://www.salon.com/2016/04/13/hillary_clinton_rakes_in_verizon_cash_while_bernie_sanders_supports_companys_striking_workers/

Hillary’s big healthcare con: The cynical myth she keeps repeating about Bernie Sanders and single-payer
http://www.salon.com/2016/01/23/hillarys_big_healthcare_con_the_cynical_myth_she_keeps_repeating_about_bernie_sanders_and_single_payer/

Bernie Sanders Rips Clinton For Campaign 'Money-Laundering' Scheme

Clinton’s Pay-To-Play Speaking Fees Disqualify Her as a Presidential Candidate
http://www.commondreams.org/views/2016/02/22/hillary-clintons-pay-play-speaking-fees-disqualify-her-presidential-candidate

Clinton's penchant for secrecy: Our view
http://www.usatoday.com/story/opinion/2016/03/17/hillary-clinton-email-server-foia-benghazi-editorials-debates/81832576/
Voting for Bernie Sanders is a feminist act
http://www.slate.com/articles/double_x/doublex/2016/02/voting_for_bernie_sanders_is_a_feminist_act.html#comments

Henry Kissinger’s War Crimes Are Central to the Divide Between Hillary Clinton and Bernie Sanders

AFRICAN-AMERICAN SOLIDARITY

Arrest photo of young activist Bernie Sanders from Chicago in 1963

Watch Killer Mike’s Six-Part Interview With Bernie Sanders

Professor Cornell West introduces Bernie Sanders
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W8ce4VTrwg

Former NAACP President Ben Jealous endorses Bernie Sanders
http://www.politico.com/story/2016/02/bernie-sanders-ben-jealous-endorsement-218734

Ben Jealous draws distinctions in Democratic race

Former State Senator Nina Turner endorses Bernie Sanders
http://www.refinery29.com/2016/02/102352/nina-turner-bernie-sanders-supporter

Former State Senator Nina Turner introduces Bernie Sanders
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Iy3POGnetfE
Erica Garner Endorses Bernie Sanders
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oP4Xasc1t7Q

Why These Ferguson Activists Are Voting For Bernie Sanders
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/ferguson-activists-bernie-sanders_us_56db23d0e4b03a405678da1d

Hillary Clinton Doesn’t Deserve The Black Vote

Black Lives Don’t Matter For Hillary Clinton
https://www.facebook.com/AfricanAmericansForBernie/

LATINO SOLIDARITY

Tenemos Familias Campaign Ad
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6XXEHZsAkR0

Bernie Sanders Earns Endorsement From Arizona’s Most Influential Latino Rights Group, First Endorsement in Organization’s History

Bernie Sanders on The Monroe Doctrine / South American Interventionism

Hillary Clinton, Stalwart Friend of World’s Worst Despots, Attacks Sanders’ Latin American Activism
SPIRITUALITY

Bernie Heads to the Vatican - The senator from Vermont will speak about creating a “moral economy.”

Unholy Media Malpractice - The press totally missed the point of Bernie Sanders' trip to the Vatican.

Bernie Sanders Understands The Horrors of Racism

The Heresy and Evangelism of Bernie Sanders

Watch Bernie Sanders Moving Explanation of Why Faith Matters
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/bernie-sanders-religion_us_56cd8ad7e4b0ec6725e477ce

Bernie Sanders Spoke Up for Suffering Palestinians, but Few in Broadcast Media Covered It
https://theintercept.com/2016/03/22/bernie-sanders-spoke-up-for-suffering-palestinians-but-few-in-broadcast-media-covered-it/

MORE ARTICLES ABOUT BERNIE SANDERS

Sanders Calls Out MSNBC's Corporate Ownership – In Interview On MSNBC
http://m.huffpost.com/us/entry/bernie-sanders-asks-who-owns-msnbc_us_572e3d0fe4b0bc9cb0471df1
Bernie Sanders Blasts the Corporate Media for Failing to Talk About Real Issues
http://www.alternet.org/election-2016/bernie-sanders-media-wont-talk-about-real-issues

The Pragmatic Case for Bernie Sanders
http://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2016/02/the-pragmatic-case-for-bernie-sanders/462720/

Why Bernie Sanders’ Crazy High Tax Rates Aren’t Really That Crazy
http://www.slate.com/blogs/moneybox/2016/04/18/why_bernie_sanders_crazy_high_tax_rates_aren_t_that_crazy.html

Bernie Sanders Scored Victories for Years via Legislative Side Doors

Under Sanders, income and jobs would soar, economist says

Millions of New Yorkers Disenfranchised from Primaries Thanks to State’s Restrictive Voting Laws
http://m.democracynow.org/stories/16142

Bernie Sanders supporters sue to have California's voter registration extended until election day

Hedge Fund Billionaires Fund Super PAC Ad Against Bernie Sanders and Minimum Wage Hike

What Americans Don’t Get About Nordic Countries
The Foreign Travels of Bernie Sanders

Former Secretary of Labor Robert Reich: Six Responses to Bernie Skeptics
http://robertreich.org/post/137454417985

National Nurses United is First Union to Endorse Bernie Sanders
http://www.nationalnursesunited.org/press/entry/nurses-endorse-sen.-bernie-sanders-for-president/

I have had it with cynical faux-realists attacking Bernie Sanders idealists
http://www.salon.com/2016/01/29/i_have_had_it_with_cynical_faux_realists_attacking_bernie_sanders_idealists/

Ralph Nader: Why Bernie Sanders was right to run as a Democrat
https://www.washingtonpost.com/posteverything/wp/2016/03/25/ralph-nader-why-bernie-sanders-was-right-to-run-as-a-democrat/

Bernie Sanders' idea for free tuition at public colleges deserves an A - LA Times

Noam Chomsky for secretary of education: Bernie Sanders needs to make this revolutionary call for our public schools
http://www.salon.com/2016/02/27/noam_chomsky_for_secretary_of_education_bernie_sanders_needs_to_make_this_revolutionary_call_for_our_public_schools/

How Bernie Sanders Changed Marijuana Forever | Cannabis Now
Articles about Bernie Sanders on CommonDreams.org
http://www.commondreams.org/more/63

FUN

Hillary & Bernie at a Bar
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HRqZhJcae3M

Bernie Sanders Is The One For Me: Sarah Silverman Explains
https://youtu.be/1dh78x0Pr1s

2016 Election animated rap video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fLfO5UtNhzg

Bernie Sanders “Don’t Tell Me” animated video
http://m.huffpost.com/us/entry/us_56aa6c79e4b001648922b58f?utm_hp_ref=bernie-sanders

Bill Maher Pens Blistering Essay on Hillary, Trump, Bernie

Angry Bernie Sanders, The Most Fun Candidate Running For President

The untold story of Bernie Sanders, high school track star

Lil Bernie Doll
http://www.lilbernie.com
Why do the hundred rivers turn and rush toward the sea?
Because it naturally stays below them
He who wishes to rule over people must speak as if below them
He who wishes to lead the people must walk as if behind them
So the Sage rules over the people but he does not weigh them down
He leads the people but he does not block their way
The Sage stays low so the world never tires of exalting him
He remains a servant so the world never tires of making him its king
IN POOR-LAND, SAINT FRANCIS, & HIS MOTHER, NATURE, APPEARED AS A BIRD BLESSED THE GOOD SHEPARD, DIRECTED US TO FOLLOW HIM & SPREAD THE WORD

BIRD, NOT FOR PURCHASE, PERCHES ON A FUTURE TO BELIEVE IN BY THE POND IN THE PLASTIC BOTTLE... MEANWHILE MEAN & EVIL’S JAIL BIRD BALD EAGLE ATTACKS THREAT PECKS INFECTED NEST

CITIZENS REUNITED!
BIG BANKS ARE FOR CLOSING
POWERS THAT BE GREEDY
LAYING PIPELINES
CORPORATE CANNIBALS COMMITTING INTERGENERATIONAL CRIMES
WILL FEEL THE BERN
LIKE A COLD SHOWER
WHEN WE THE PEOPLE
COLLECT OURSELVES
SELECT OURSELVES
AND ELECT OURSELVES
PEOPLE HAVE THE POWER

~ Grey Space